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Dear friends of Tandandale,

Of course, this short newsletter is also about who
will be surprised about Corona.
Corona has now also arrived in the Congo, but
apparently not as virulent as ours. No case has yet
been reported from Butembo. But Butembo is
also shielded as an Ebola hotspot. 'Border
controls' at the city limits check the body temperature and that also helps against Corona. Ebola 
is still there and you have already got used to distance and hand washing. So maybe you have a 
better chance against Corona. In addition, because of poor health care, there are almost no risk 
patients anymore.
Now I have launched a quick program together with our treasurer Uleda and the director Kaputu 
of the women's center and thanks to a funding from the German embassy: sewing masks!

We started production, but making the masks is more difficult than we thought. We have to 
spend more money on production than planned. In addition, the prices of Raw materials, cloth, 
have risen sharply due to the lack of supplies from China and we have forgotten a few small 
things such as the money for the charcoal for ironing. 
I now live in a country with electricity and Uleda doesn't iron all the time. 

We are now negotiating with
various organizations to buy masks.

At the moment, the market in
Butembo is not very interested in
masks because there are no cases
yet. and there are several others who
offer or use masks of different
quality. 
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The man with the cabbage leaf as a mask makes you laugh. But he 
probably understood more than some politicians. Maybe he comes from 
the family who didn't believe in Ebola until
they lost 17 members.

The city of Butembo is still an Ebola hotspot
and is therefore cordoned off. You control
access and test passers-by for fever. The
existing control posts for Ebola are also tested
on Corona. The spread is therefore inhibited.

So far there doesn't seem to be an acute case there, but it does exist in
Beni, 40 km north.

Maybe it is also the case that an Ebola disease or vaccination also helps 
against the Corona Virus. Then the people there would finally have a 
trump card.
Therefore, we have not been able to sell much so far, but the demand 
will increase, at the latest when the school starts. But there are also 
voices that are against masks. Uleda advised against advertising with 
the fact that it was produced with development aid. She says, people 
would say, "The whites poisoned the masks."

Uleda has a lot to do, also for the
other projects, so that she always
only gives me specific
information by the app Threema
and, for which she is known,
likes to take the time with the
reports.

But you can be sure that she won't spend the money
unnecessarily. Sometimes I also have to negotiate with her
about expenses that she doesn't recognize and that's why
I'm being criticized by her. A rare feature in the Congo,
which is why we have valued her as an accountant for 30
years. The Congo people who want money from her, like
that less.

God bless you!

Horst Schulze
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The finished masks during 
quality control. 
Unfortunately, many masks 
had to be touched up 
initially.

special offer
Corona masks
made in Congo

Only 1€ each

(plus shipping costs)

Delivery time: maybe 2021 if the
post works again

If you don't want to wait, you are
welcome to provide the masks to a

facility in the Congo:

Donate with note: Masks for
hospital, school, police, Bible
school, church, poor or other


